
SIP Meeting May 6, 2019  
 
 

Members Present -   
   Jamie LaBarge 
  Trevor Cameron 
            Aimee McLane 
  Gabe Girard  
            Carol Passno    

   Jackie Germain  
    Todd Bailey 
    Andrya Heller 

   Andrew Ducharme 
           Christy Bezrutczyk

 
 

1. Technology Concerns: With additional technology installation, there seem to be immediate problems that 
cannot be fixed remotely. The NERIC remote trouble tickets are not seen by the building technologists, and 
the priority ratings on the tickets are sometimes altered. While we transition, faculty and staff should first 
put in a NERIC ticket with a priority rating, then email Mr. Bailey and Mr. Gottlob directly with the 
problem if it cannot be fixed in a timely manner. 
 

2. Cleanliness: Concerns raised over the general cleanliness of the bathrooms at SMS. Dirty counters, sinks, 
and toilets have been observed, along with the following maintenance issues: broken soap and paper towel 
dispensers, broken faucets, toilet stalls out of order for lengthy periods of time, and a broken toilet seat. Mr. 
LaBarge has submitted a work order to address the maintenance problems, and will meet with custodial staff 
to address cleanliness. 

 
3. Code of Conduct and Attendance Policy: There is a question regarding an update to the Code of Conduct 

and Attendance Policy. The Student Handbook Code of Conduct and Attendance Policy will be updated this 
summer, 2019. 
 

4. Library Use: There is a question whether the library should be reserved predominantly for research and 
privileged use. The library is a place for quiet work and reading, however, teachers can and should hold 
students owing work in study halls. Students may go to the library when any late work is submitted. 

 
5. Color Printing: The toner for the color printer has been ordered and will arrive shortly. 

 
6. Absence Concerns: There is a concern that frequently absent and failing students are missing even more 

core class time because of music lessons and extra-curricular activities, resulting in these students falling 
further behind in their academic work. The music lesson schedule is organized to limit repeated absence 
from the same class, and students are responsible for missed work. Mr. LaBarge spoke to music instructors 
and collected data regarding this issue, which will be discussed further in the next SIP meeting. 

 
 
 
Meeting adjourned at 3:30 p.m.  
 

 
 



Next Meeting: June 3rd . If you have any concerns or topics that need to be addressed at a SIP meeting 
please inform Ms. McLane by 12 pm on the day before the next meeting. 

 
Remaining SIP Dates for 2018-2019:  June 3rd 
 


